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Fang: Lu Ki's Rhymeprose on Literature

Achilles Fang

LU KI'S "RHYMEPROSE
ON LITERATURE"
KI

~

was China's first articulate literary critic, and one of its
greatest. He was born in 261 A.D. in the kingdom of Wu,
where the Lu clan enjoyed the confidence of the Royal
House. After the kingdom was conquered by the Chin, Lu K.i and
his brother Lu Yiin crossed the Yangtse to try their fortune in the
northern capital. He was too scintillating for the comfort of his
jealous contemporaries; in 303 A.D. he, along with his two brothers and two sons, was put to death on a false charge of high treason. A powerful poet and a writer of spirited prose, his literary
reputation has never waned, for he was one of ..the inventors" iln
the Poundian sense.
The IVen-fu is considered one of the most articulate treatises
on Chinese poetics. The extent of its influence in Chinese literary
history is equalled only by that of the sixth-century Wen-hsin
tino-lung of Liu Hsieh. In the original, the Wen-fu is rhymed,
but does not employ regular rhythmic patterns: hence the term
"rhymeprose."-A.P.

PREFACE
I study the works of gifted writers I flatter myself
that I know how their minds moved.
Certainly expression in language and the charging of words
with meaning can be done variously.
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And yet beauty and ugliness, good and bad can be distinguished.
By writing again and again myself, I obtain more and more
insight.
My worry is that my ideas may not equal their subjects and my
style may fall short of my ideas.
The difficulty, then, lies not so much in the knowing as in the
doing.
I have written this rhymeprose on literature to tell of the consummate art of past writers and to present the why and how of
good and bad writing as well.
I hope it will prove in time to be a comprehensive essay.
Surely, hewing an ax handle with a handle in hand, the pattern
should not be far to seek.
However, as each artist has his own way to magic, I despair of
doing him justice.
Nevertheless, whatever I can say I have set down here.-Lu Ki

PREPARATION
Standing at the center of things, the poet contemplates the enigma of the universe; he nourishes his
feelings and his intellect on the great works of the
past.
Concurring with the four seasons, he sighs at the passage of time; gazing at the myriad things, he thinks
of the world's complexity.
He grieves for the falling leaves of lusty autumn; he
rejoices in the frail bud of fragrant spring.
He senses awe in his heart as at the touch of frost;
his spirit reaches for the vast as he lifts his eyes to the
clouds.
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He chants the splendid achievement of his forebears; he sings the clean fragrance of his predecessors.
He wanders in the forest of letters, and hymns the
order of great art.
Moved, he puts his books aside< and takes the writing-brush, to express himself in letters.

PROCESS
At first, he shuts his eyes, listening inwardly; he is
lost in thought, questioning everywhere.
His spirit rides to the eight ends of the universe; his
mind travels thousands of cubits up and down.
At last. his mood dawns clearer and cl,arer; objects,
clear-limned, push one another forth•
. He pours out the essence of letters; he savors the extract of the six arts.
He floats on the heavenly lake; he steeps himself in
the nether spring.
Thereupon, submerged words squirm up, as when a
flashing fish, hook in its gills, leaps from water's
depth; hovering beauties flutter down, as when a
soaring bird, harpoon-string about its· wings, falls
from a crest of cloud.
He gathers words untouched by a hundred generations; he plucks rhythms unsung for a thousand
years.
He spurns the morning blossom. now full blown; he
spreads the evening bud, yet unopen.
He sees past and present in a moment; he reaches for
the four seas in the twinkling of an eye.
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WORDS, WORDS, WORDS
Now, he selects his ideas and puts them in order; he
examines his words and fits them into place.
He sounds all that is colorful; he twangs everything
that rings.
Often he shakes the foliage by tugging the twig;
often he traces the current to the source.
Sometimes he brings to light what was hidden;
sometimes he traps a hard prey while seeking an easy
one.
Now the tiger puts on new stripes, to the consternation of other beasts; now the dragon emerges, and
terrifies all the birds.
fvlaybe things fit, are easy to manage; maybe they
jar, are awkward to manipulate.
He empties his mind completely to concentrate his
thoughts; he collects his wits before he puts words
together.
He traps heaven and earth in the cage of form; he
crushes the myriad things at the tip of his brush.
At first they hesitate upon his parched lips; at last
they flow from his deep-dipped brush.
Reason, supporting the substances, bolsters the
trunk; style, hanging from it, spreads luxuriance.
Emotion and expression are never at odds: all
changes in his mood are exposed on his face.
If the thought impinges on joy, a smile is ineluc-

table; no sooner does grief find words than a sigh
escapes.
Sometimes words flow easily as soon as he holds the
brush; sometimes he sits vacantly, nibbling on it.
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THE PLEASURE OF WRITING
There is joy in this vocation; all sages esteem it.
We wrestle with non-being to force it into being; we
beat silence for an answering music. "
.We lock a whole infinity in a square.ff:t of silk; we
pour a deluge from the inch-space of u\e heart.

Language spreads wider and wider; thoughts probe
deeper and deeper.
The scent of sweet blossom is diffused; the thrust of
green twigs is budding.
Laughing wind will fly and whirl upward; pregnant
clouds will arise from the forest of writing-brushes.

GENRES
Figures vary in a thousand ways; things are not of
one measure.
Confusing and fleeting, shapes are hard to capture.
Words vie with words for mastery, but it is mind
that disposes them.
Faced with creating something or leaving it unborn,
he groans; caught between light touch and deep incision, he chooses boldly.
He may depart £tom the square and deviate from the
compasses; for he is bent on exploring the shape and
exhausting the reality.
And so, he who would dattle the eyes exploits
splendor; he who intends to satisfy the mind values
cogency.
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He whose reasoning is rarefied should not be fettered by details; he whose discourse is noble may
unbind his language.

Shih (lyric poetry) traces emotions daintily; Fu
(rhymeprose) depicts things brightly.

Pei (epitaph) balances facts with fancy; Lei (dirge)
is gripping and mournful; Chen (admonition)
praises or blames, is clear-cut and nervous.
Sung (eulogy) is natural and free, rich and full;
Lun (disquisition) is compact and subtle, bright
and smooth..
Tsou (memorial to the throne) is quiet and penetrating, genteel and decorous; Shuo (discourse) is
dazzling and extravagant.
Different as these forms are, they all shun depravity
and interdict license.
Essentially, language must communicate, and reason must dominate; prolixity and verbosity are not
commended.
THE MUSIC OF POETRY
Literature is a thing that assumes various shapes and
undergoes many changes in form.
Ideas should be skillfully brought together; language should be beautifully expressed.
The mutation of sounds and tones should be like
the five colors of embroidery sustaining each other.
True, moods come and go, and embarrass us by
their capriciousness.
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But if we can rise to all emergencies ~d know the
correct order, it will be like opening a channel from
a spring.
If, however, proper juxtaposition is not made at the
proper point, we will be putting the tailat the head.

The sequence of azure-and yellow being disturbed,
the color scheme will be blurred and vague.
THE ART OF REWRITING
Now you glance back and are constrained by an
earlier line; now you look ahead and are coerced by
the anticipated passage.
Sometimes your words jar though your reasoning is
clear; sometimes your language is smooth while
your ideas are lame.
Such collisions avoided, both will gain; forced together both will suffer.
l

Weigh merit or demerit by the milligram; decide
rejection or retention by a hairbreadth.
If your idea or word has not the correct weight, it
has to go, however comely it may look.

KEY PASSAGES
It may be that your language is ample and your reasoning rich, yet your ideas do not round out.
H what must go on cannot be ended, what has been.
said in full cannot be added to.
Put down terse ph~ at key positions; they will invigorate the whole piece.
Your words will acquire their intended values in the
lig~t of such phrases.
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This useful device will spare you the pain of deleting and excising.
ORIGIN ALITY
It may be that language and thought blend into perfect tapestry-fresh, gay, and exuberantly lush,

Flaming like many-eolored broidery, mournful as
multiple chords;
But there is nothing novel in my thinking, if it tallies with earlier masterpieces.
True, the shuttle has plied my heart; what a pity,
that others preceded.
As my integrity would be impaired and my probity
damaged, I must renounce the piece, however proud
I am of it.

PURPLE PATCHES
Perhaps one ear of the stalk has opened, its tip prominent, solitary, and unsurpassingly exquisite.
But shadows cannot be caught; echoes are hard to
hold,
Standing forlorn, your purple passage juts out; it
can't be woven into ordinary music.
Your mind, out of step, finds no mate for it; your
spirit, desperately wandering, will not surrender it.
When the rock embeds jade, the mountain glows;
when the stream is impregnated with pearls, the
river 9$comes alluring.
\Vhen the arrow-thorn bush is spared from the
sickle, it will glory in its foliage.
Let's weave the market ditty into the classical melody; perhaps we may hold on to what we find beautiful.
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FIVE CRITERIA
Music

Perhaps you are toying with anemic rhythms: living
in a desert, you only amuse yourself.
When you look down into silence, you see no friend;
when you lift your gaze to space, you hear no echo.
It is like striking, a single chord-it rings out, but
there is no music.
Harmony
Perhaps you fit your words to a feeble music; merely
gaudy, your language is not channing.
As beauty and ugliness 'I.are commingled, what is

good suffers.
Like the harsh note of a wind instrument below in
the court-yard, there is music but no harmony.
I

Sadness
Perhaps you forsake reason to strive for novelty; you
go after the inane and pursue the trivial.

Your language wants sincerity and is deficient in
love; your words wash back and forth, and never
come'to the point.
They are like thin chords reverberating-there is
hannony, but they are not sad.
Decorum
Possibly by galloping unbridled, you make your
poem sound well; it is loud and seductive.

Merely pleasing to the eye, it mates with vulgaritya fine voice but an unworthy song.
Like Fang-lu and Sang-kien, it is sad but not decorous.
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Richness

Perhaps your poem is clean and pared. all superfluities removed.
So much so that it lacks even the lingering flavor of

a sacrificial broth; it resembles the limpid tune of
the vermilion chord.
One man sings. and three men carry the refrain; it
is decorous. but it is not rich.
VARIABILITY
As to whether your work should be full or close-

fitting. whether you should shape it by gazing down
or looking up.
You must accommodate necessary variation. if you
would bring out the latent qualities.
When your language is uncouth. your conceits can
be clever; when your reasoning is awkward. your
words can be supple.
You may follow the well-worn path to attain novelty; you may wade the muddy water to reach the
clear stream.
Perspicacity comes after examination; subtlety demands refining.
It is like dancers flinging their sleeves in harmony
with the beat. or singers throwing their voices in
tune with the chord.
All this is what the wheelwright P'ien despaired of
explaining; nor can mere language describe it.
1\1 A S T E R PIE C E S

I have been paying tribute to laws of language and
rules of style.
>
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I have come to know what the world blames, and am
aware of what the masters praised.
Originality is a thing often looked at askance by the
b~~

.

Emerald and jatle, they say, can be picked as so
many beans in the middle of the field,
As timeless as the universe and growing co-eternally
with heaven and earth.

The world may abound with gems; yet they do not
fill my tWo hands.
THE POET'S DESPAIR
kow I grieve that the bottle is often empty; how I
sorrow that True Word is hard to emulate.
And so I limp along ~th anemic rhythms and make
indifferent music to complete the song.
I always conclude a piece with lingering regret; how
can I be self-satisfied?
I fear to be a drummer of an earthen jug; the players of jade instruments will laugh at me.
INSPIRATION

Flow
As for the interaction of stimulus and response, and
the principle of the flowing and ebbing of inspiration,

You cannot hinder its coming or stop its going.
It vanishes like a shadow and it returns like echoes.
When the heavenly arrow is at its fleetest and sharpest, what confusion cannot be brought to order?
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The wind of thought bursts from the heart; the
stream of words gushes through the lips and teeth.
Luxuriance and magnificence wait the command of
the brush and the silk.
Shining and glittering, language fills your eyes;
abundant and overflowing, music drowns your ears.
Ebb

\Vhen the six emotions become sluggish and stagnant, the mood gone but the psyche remaining,
You will be as abject as a dead stump, as empty as
the bed of a dry river.
You probe into the hidden depth of your animal
soul; you spur your spirit to reveal itself.
But your reason, darkened, is crouching lower and
lower; your thought must be dragged out by force,
wriggling and struggling.
So it is that you make many errors by straining your
emotions, and commit fewer mistakes when you let
your ideas run freely.
True, the thing lies within me, but it is not in my
power to force it out.
And so, time and again I beat my empty breast and
groan; I really do not know the causes of the flowing
and the not flowing.
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CODA: T HE USE OF POETRY
Literature is the embodiment of our thoughts.
It travels over endless miles, sweeping all obstructions aside; it spans innumerable years, acting as a
bridge.
Looking down, it bequeaths patterns to the future;
gazing up, it contemplates the examples of the
ancients.
It preserves the way of Wen and Wu,about to

crumble; it propagates good ethos, never to perish.
No realm is too far for it to reach; no thought is too
subtle for it to comprehend.
It is the equal of clouds and rain in yielding sweet
moisture; it is like spirits and ghosts in effecting
metamorphoses.
It inscribes bronze and marble, to make virtue
known; it breathes through flutes and 'strings, and
is new always.
"

'<

This is not the first translation of the Wen-fil.; a number of liinologists (including E. R. Hughes in The Art of Letters, Bollingen Series XXIX, 1951) have
already worked on Lu Ki's ars poetica. If it is true that the translator has to bring
over not what a man says but what he means, then these linolOgists have failed.
In my opinion, they have not managed to convey what Lu Ki means, nor sometimes
even to comprehend what he says. This is understandable, for it is not easy to
translate from the Chinese, a language supposed to have been invented by the
Devil to prevent the spread of the Gospel Whether the present version can meet
Bernard Berenson's challenge (after detailing the difficulty of rendering wo~
like GemOt and sophrosyne: "Then dare to translate the ancient Chinese and Indian thinkers"), I am not the one to say; I have done what I could. Previously, in
the Haroard Joumal of Asiatic Studies (Vol. 14, 1951), I published a sinological
translation, with text and apparatus criticus. I consider this present translation my
definitive version, and refer the reader to the HJAS for sinological footnotes.-A.F•
NOTE:

.
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